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On September 20th, 2019, I was given
the absolute pleasure to sit down with and
interview Kim Kalunian, who is a reporter
and fill-in
anchor for WPRI 12 and Fox
Providence. I would like to thank her once
again for the fantastic interview and for what
was a great tour of the studio.
Carvalho: What is it that made you want to
get into broadcast Journalism?
Kalunian: That's a great question. Well, I
took a kind of strange path into journalism. I
always loved to write, and when I was in high
school,Ihad to do a senior project. At the time
I thought, "Okay, I'm going to do something
that's outside of my comfort zone."Iwas very
much into musical theater and performing
and I thought that I would be on Broadway
someday, lofty goal. It didn't happen, spoiler
alert. But for my senior project, I knew that
I didn't want to do something that involved
position which was incredible. Then I left
theater because I was doing that elsewhere,
WPRO radio, set my sights on television,
and so I thought, "Okay, I'll go to my local
and was very fortunate that the folks here at
newspaper. The Warwick Beacon..."Igrew up
Channel Twelve took a shot on me because I
in Warwick, I'm a native Rhode Islander, "...
had no television experience, butIhad a lot of
and I'll go to The Warwick Beacon and write
reporting experience from Rhode Island, and
theater reviews for them." Well,Ididn't write
said "give me a chance", and they did. The rest
a single theater review, but Ilearned a whole
is history, ^o.jhat is sort of my lon^ an^r for
lot about journalism. The editor there, John
howIgot into broadcasting!
Howell, is a dear friend and mentor of mine,
Carvalho: When it comes to reporting on
and he took me under his wingand taught me,
breaking news and whatnot and going out
Icall in the John Howell School of Journalism.
to the scene, what is the process when you're
I learned so much in so little time, and
doing something like that?
basically,Isort of got the bug. They say you get
Kalunian: So, basically, I'll walk you
the acting bug, I had already gotten that, but
through how a typical day would work. So,
Igot the journalism bug. Irealized that there
today, for example,Icam in at nine thirty [in
was nothing quite like having a front row seat
the morning], we got apress releaseabout some
to events as they were happening, knowing
breaking news, and my assignment desk said,
things before other people know them. I'm
"head there." In this case, 'there' was Lincoln.
sure you know what I'm talking about. There's
So, we went out to Lincoln, and basically,
that thrill of chasing breaking news or getting
once you are there, depending on what it is
the exclusive, or interviewing someone you
you are trying to gather,
wouldn't have otherwise met,
you're calling police, or
and I was hooked. So, at the
checking the court website
time, I'm in high school at this
"A lot of power
for documents, or calling
point, andIgraduate, and John
the court clerk saying "what
rests in the hands
says, "Would you like to be a
kind of documents are in
freelancer?"Ithought, "Oh yes! of the reporters, the
1..
the case file." If you're going
This
producers, the editors,
smca sLced bread! In. gomg to
^
that's
happening,
that's
be a freelancer;Im gomg to be
developing
when
you're
a published journalist in a real news cast is going to
arriving on scene like a
newspaper." So,Ifreelanced for
look like... "
fire, or some sort of violent
a really long time, and then
crime, you have to sort of
eventually, one day, he called
get the lay of the land. In
me. I had just finished
doing
television news, you have to make sure you get
a show in Virginia, and Icame back and he
compelling video. So, if something is visual
called me and said, "Kim, can you come in
and developing, we had a big fire in North
and work for two weeks? We had just had
Kingstown a couple weeks ago, and the first
someone leave, I'm going on vacation, we just
thing the people who arrived on scene at the
need someone to fill a reporter position for two
time did was break out their cameras and
weeks full time."Isaid, "Sure", and two weeks
capture that momentous moment that was
turned into two years, andat that pointIknew
happening. So, it sort of depends on what's
thatIhad to make a decision between this idea
going on, but basically, you're just adapting
of going to be on Broadway, and a journalism
to whatever the situation is throwing at you.
career. I decided, broadcast journalism is
If you're in a situation where there's stuff
a little bit like entertainment, there is that
happening in front of you, you're trying
performance aspect to it, you have to be
to absorb it, talk to the people. If you need
presentational and a storyteller. Whenever I
information and no one's around, you're
talk to people about transitioning from theater
calling people, or Googleing, or on social
into journalism,Isay "it's all storytelling." So,
media, it plays a big role in what we do every
I just had a natural inclination to move onto
day, and then just trying to go through what
broadcast. So, from The Warwick Beacon, I
you know and what you don't know, and try to
moved to WPRO radio as a digital reporter
get the answers to the questions that you still
and eventually moved to an on-air reporter
have because of course the viewers at home
position, and then to an afternoon anchor
are going to have those too. So, everyday is a

ff.

Kim Kalunian

http://kimkalunian.com

little bit different and the process is a little bit
different every day too, but Ithink that's why
Ilike journalism so much because it's never
the same, there's never a dull moment, and
everyday you just think, "Okay, let's do this,
let's see what goes on."
Carvalho: As a member of the press, you're
oil television informing viewer^and whatnot,
and you have a lot of influence on people and
their regular day lives. How much power do
you feel the press has on the ordinary person
and how do you function with having all that
on your plate?
Kalunian: They say, "the pen is mightier
than the sword." Basically,I do think about
it every day. Ithink Jack White said this, and
Tim White of course is our chief investigator.
Jack was his father and an incredible
investigator himself, I think he's the one that
said, "You're encountering people on their
best days or their worst days." So, you have to
think about that when you're interacting with
the people everyday that you're telling their
stories, but then on the flip side too, there are
the people that are watching at home who are
absorbing what you're saying to be factual and
important. I think where we have the most
power is deciding what is important today
because basically, we're saying, "Okay viewers,
sit back and relax, we have decided what you
need toknow andwhat youneed to know about
those things tonight." A lot of power rests in
the hands of the reporters, the producers, the
editors, who all decide what a news cast is
going to look like, how those stories are told.
So,I try and keep that in mind every single
day, and of course there are moments where
you're just rushing to the scene of a crime, or
you're up against deadline and you're mind
isn't laser focused on that, but it's always in
the back of my head that what we're doing
is important, we're informing people, people
are making decisions based off of what we are
telling them, and that's whyIthink we allhave
to, every day, strive for accuracy, for empathy,
and to just always be on our toes because the
second youlose sight of that is a slippery slope.
Carvalho: Being part of the press, the
president has always referred to the press
as "the enemy of the people." How do you
respond to the president calling the press "the
enemy of the people" and how does that affect
you as a regular reporter with functioning
with the citizens and whatnot and how does
that change their reaction to you?

Continued on page 2
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Kaluniain: I certainly don't
think that we're the enemy of
the people. I think without a
free press, it scares me to think
of what our society would be
like without a free press. I can
understand why people get
angry with the media. I think a
lot of that anger is directed more
so at national media or outlets
that slant one way or the other,
but we do experience it here in
local journalism as well. I think
people should try and set us apart
from the national outlets and the
network affiliates because we're
here in the community every
single day. We're your neighbors,
we're at the supermarket with
you, we're going to community
events, our kids go to the same
schools. So, to say that the people
who are living and working in
your own community are the
enemy,I just don't think it's true
and I think, of course I can't
speak for every person out there
who's working in news media,
but I can say the people here at
Channel Twelve have the best
intentions and come into work
everyday with a sense of how
important our roles are in this
community. We are all Rhode
Islanders and Massachusetts
residents who care greatly about
the stories we tell, the topics
that we're reporting about, the
people that we're meeting, and
the lives that are impacted by
our coverage. So,Ithink we're all
very conscious of that.

Carvalho:
Arguably,
the
biggest issue in the state right
now is the case of EEE with all
the mosquitos. How do you guys
report on that sort of case with
something that's just constantly
changing every single minute
of the day, and just how has this
case been for you guys?

mosquitos, who are tracking
these illnesses to keep us updated
and informed and to relay that
information in as timely a fashion
as possible to our viewers.
Carvalho: A few people I've
spoken to have said they have
acted with you before. One of
those people is Katie Hughes
who is the staff advisor for the
newspaper.

Kalunian:
It's
been
heartbreaking honestly. I was
Kalunian: Yes! Put this on
out in Fairhaven the day after
a woman passed away, I think the record, Katie Hughes is an
it was the first
fatality from amazing human being. There's a
EEE in the area this season. My lot of amazing people in theater,
photographer and I were just even if you don't think you're
talking about it. It's scary, it's going to pursue it for the rest of
really scary. We have this fine
your life, I encourage you to try
line where we have to inform it. It gets you out of your comfort
people and let them make their zone, it makes you a better
own decisions without scaring public speaker and builds your
them, but sometimes when an confidence, you make lifelong
issue like this is evolving, you do friends, it's fun. Even though I
want to sound the alarm and let didn't end of pursuing theater as a
people know that it's very serious. career, up until this pointIdid do
Like any story that evolves over it professionally for several years,
a longer period of time, or is I would never change the fact
developing, or is constantly at the thatIdevoted so many hours as a
top of the news every night, it's child to singing and dancing and
just important for us to try and community theater and summer
find new information and present camp theater. It made me who I
it in a way that's not going to lose am today. It's the best.
people's interest because it's so
important. In terms of EEE, it's
just been really heartbreaking,
and like I said, frankly kind of
scary to watch how this is all
developing. All we can do is trust
the people who are researching
this, who are testing these
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An Update on the
Sustainability At
Bryant University
By Erin O'Neal
Contributing Writer

Tweets of the Week
''Every single American should be outraged that
the Attorney General — who is responsible for
overseeing the FBI — is working with foreign
governments to smear the brave men and women of
the FBI/'

Hello Bulldogs and welcome back to campus! I hope you had a great
summer and were able toenjoy at least a little of the warm weather!
Sustainability at Bryant has taken no time off, andthere is some exciting
news!
•

Integrated Sustainability Certificate:

Did you know that Bryant has an integrated Sustainability Certificate
to students who qualify. Tliis certificate recognizes the hard work of many
of the students. You can find more informationon the requirements of this
certificate and the application at the websitehttps;//sustainabilitycertificate.
weebly.com/.
•

Environmental Studies Minor:

Over the summer, Bryant has announced an Environmental Science
Minor! EnvironmentalStudies is an established and expanding field
within academia, given the current pressing issuesof the climate crisis. The
University has been expanding its science program and this is a hugestep
in doing so! If you are interested in the minor, and the requirements to
complete thisprogram,you can find that information on theBryant Website
or athttps://catalog.bryant.edu/undergraduate/interdisciplinaryminors/
environmentalstudiesminor/
.

STARS:

This June, Bryant submitted it's annual STARS report. STARS is a
transparent, self-reportingframework for colleges and universities to
measure their sustainability performance. This year Bryant has received
a Silver Rating.
You can see the report by searching Bryant University STARS
report, or at https://reports.aashe.org/institutions/bryant-university-ri/

pages

-David Cicilline, 10-1-19 (@davidcicilline)
"Cute things to call your partner:
- The Chosen One
- Provoking puppet
- Old sport
- Destroyer of cities
- The clown"
-SparkNotes, 10-1-19 (@SparkNotes)
"Two years ago, we watched in horror as 58 precious
lives were cut short in the deadliest mass shooting
in modern |JS history. As we remember those we
lost in Las Vegas, we must honor them with action.
We cannot let the scourge of gun violence tear our
communities apart any longer."

reportl2019-06-06l.

-Joe Biden, 10-1-19 (@JoeBiden)
"Defeating Trump is not enough.
We need leadership that will fight for working
families and the shrinking middle class, not just the
1%.

Want to get

That is exactly what I have done my whole life and
what I am prepared to do as president."
-Bernie Sanders, 10-1-19 (@BernieSanders)

e Archway!
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"Jimmy Carter turns 95 today - becoming the first US
president to reach that milestone! Join us in wishing
him a very happy birthday!"
-WPR112,10-1-19 (@wpri12)
If being black makes you a police target,
then being black and undocumented in a poor
neighborhood will make you vulnerable to
surveillance, punishment, and exile."
////
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Ousman's story is a heartbreaking reminder of
the cruelty of our immigration system. It's time to
#AbolishlCE."
-Ilhan Omar, 10-1-19 (@llhanMN)
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Fast News of

News
the Week what's Happening In Britain?

- Congresswoman Maxine Waters has said that
thre president must be "imprisoned & placed in
solitary confinement"
- Secretary of State, Mike Pompeo, belives that
Democrats are trying to bully diplomats
- Mike Pompeo was reportedly on Donald
Trump s phone call with the Ukrainian President
on July 25th, 2019
- An impeachment inquiry has been lauched in
Washington on Trump
- Congresswoman Liz Cheney belives that the
Ukrainian phone call is a set up against Donald
Trump
- The DNC believes Facebook allowed the
president to mislead American citizens
- Donald Trump believes that his impeachment
would cause a civil war in the United States
- President Trump reportedly has asked the
leaders of Australia and other nations to help
Attorney General William Barr with the
investigation on the Mueller probe
- Rudy Giuliani has hired Jon Sale, former
Watergate prosecutor, as his new personal
attorney
- Former US Special Envoy for Ukraine Kurt
Volker is plans to appear at his deposition
Thursday in front of three US congressional
committees
- The chairmen of the House Intelligence, Foreign
Affairs and Oversight committees released
a statement on Tuesday that said, "Secretary
Pompeo was reportedly on the call when the
President pressed Ukraine to smear his political
opponent. If true. Secretary Pompeo is now a
fact witness in the House impeachment inquiry.
He should immediately cease intimidating
Department witnesses in order to protect himself
and the President"
- Come on, did y all really think I'd write about
any other kind of news this week? HAHA!

October 3, 2019

Matthew Bridge
Contributing Writer
Britain has been stuck in a bitter
argument with not just the European
Union, but also itself for the last three years.
Former Prime Minister Teresa May
tried her best to negotiate a deal with the
EU that pleased everyone involved, but
ultimately failed and was ousted.
A new leader for the country was voted
in by conservative party members, with a
controversial figure now coming to the
forefront of British politics.
Since then chaotic scenes have erupted
in the British parliament at Westminster.
As the newly appointed leader of the
Conservative party and Prime minister of
the UK, Boris Johnson attempted to call a
snap general election in October twice.
By calling a general election Mr. Johnson
hopes to solidify his position by increasing
his majority and by removing MPs from
his own party who have not supported him
thus far.
His attempts so far have been halted
mere days apart as the opposition have
refused to support Mr. Johnson's plans
until the possibility of a no deal Brexit has
been removed from the negotiating table.
A no deal would see theUnited Kingdom
crash out of the EU and revert to World
Trade Organization trade tariffs.
Following his defeats, two of his six
consecutive defeats, the Prime Minster
used the power of prorogation to close the
pafliament for five weeks.
Prorogation is a constitutional law that
is used to mark the end of a parliamentary
era, causing Parliament to be suspended.
The time length of the suspension can
vary, with the length determined by royal
declaration based on government advise.
The queen's speech marks the reopening
of parliament and is used to set out a new
legislative direction based on the new
leaderships manifesto.
Members of parliament (MPs) shouted
and chanted in protest of the Prime
Ministers actions, with some calling it an
abuse of power.
This suspension means that members
of parliament won't be able to vote on the
subject of a snap election or a no deal Brexit.
While it was not unusual for new
governments to suspend parliament in
this manner, the timing and length of
this five-week delay have created a storm
of controversy as Britain gears up for its
October 31st deadline exit from the EU.
The government immediately facedlegal
action from activists over the suspension of
parliament, with opponents calling it an
attempt to silence the democracy of the UK.
Challenges were launched at the English,
Scottish and Northern Irish high courts,
with an array of verdicts reached.
As no consensus could be reached the

case was sent to the Supreme court of the
UK, the highest judicial authority.
A surprise verdict was returned from
the Supreme court that the Prime Minister
had misled the Queen on the use of the
prorogation and that parliament should be
recalled immediately.
The finding that the government had
unlawfully shut parliament has led to
calls for Mr. Johnson's resignation and led
to angry scenes when MPs sat in the first
session back in the House of Commons.
With the actions being seen as a ploy to
get a no deal Brexit pushed through without
interference, Mr. Johnson is under intense
pressure on all sides.
His supporters demand he meets the
deadline of exiting the EU as promised in
the leadership contest, whilst his opponents
call for him to take no deal of the table and
step aside.
Mr. Johnson centered his leadership
campaign on delivering Brexit by the 31st of
October and getting it done with or without
a deal.
Any hint of a softening in his stance
through the idea of another extension
would undermine his entire premiership
during its infancy.
Mr. Johnson has always been a
controversial figure
in British politics.
Starting out as a journalist, before entering
politics and becoming a much publicized
and memorable mayor of London.
He has become well known for many
blunders throughout his time in the
public eye, especially during his brief,
embarrassing stint as foreign secretary.
With controversy such as offensive
Islamophobic comments during the
summer of 2018 and the recent reports of
police calls to a domestic disturbance, his
personal life has become a large focus for
political attacks by his opponents.
It is not just his political opponents that
have begun attacking Mr. Johnson.
He has started to be hounded by
members of the public during his personal
appearances, including a confrontation by a
father during a visit to a children's hospital.
The father accused Mr. Johnson of not
actually caring about the children, but
rather more concerned with the publicity
value of the event.
A claim which Mr. Johnson denied.
Mr. Johnson and the British government
find themselves in the middle of a political
storm.
One uncalculated step could cause their
plans to fail before they have even got off
the ground. Fail to deliver Brexit and they
will face outcries from the supporters who
put them in office.
However, to deliver their promises they
must not only face down their parliamentary
opponents but ensure they do not alienate
the public they claim to serve.

Do you enjoy writing? Yes? Then why don't
you write for The Archway? \Ne would love
to have you on our teann! Submit articles to
archway@bryant.edu and get published!
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Bryant Ventures (Bryant University)

Bryant Ventures
Contributing Writer
After the dust from the organization fair has settled,
the small-yet-formidable child of the acclaimed Bryant
CEO- Bryant Ventures- is raring to go for its second
meeting come this Wednesday, September 25,2019.
After gathering a record number of sign-ups on the
initial email list, sentiment for entrepreneurship on
campus has never been stronger than right now.
Ahhough intimate, Bryant Ventures as a student-run
initiative has always attracted and cultivated some of
the most entrepreneurial and ambitious individuals on
campus.
Although student entrepreneurs are inherently
independent, this band of young innovators follows a
structure much like many other clubs on campus.
Instead of an e-board, Bryant Ventures is led by a tight
handful of "accelerators" that seek to engage both with
each other and general members of the assembly each
week.
The frontline of student-led innovation can be seen
from this group.
Lead accelerator Nick Cianfaglione '21 is currently
responsible for orchestrating the organization, while also
working on decentralizing the modern landscape ofmusic
with his new upcomingplatform.

Garrett Moloney '22 is another accelerator who rose
to prominence in Bryant Ventures after showcasing
his unique talent as both a salesman and opportunistic
entrepreneur.
Garrett has been turning heads in the craft beer
industry with the development of Bru.app, a communityoriented craft brewery platform, pioneering direct-toconsumer, gamification and engagement for the new-age
consumer.
Although highly active in the weekly meetings,
accelerators earned their title for what they do in between
the lines, as individuals on and off campus.
This statement has never rung truer, however, than for
two sophomore BV accelerators, Corey Nobile and Nick
Oliveri.
As the founding duo of GeoProtein, Inc., Nick and
Corey work every day to innovate the functional foods
market after finding
great success with their initial
prebiotic-infused protein bar formulation.
By adding cross-industry power players to their
advisory board, coupled with a relentless iron will to
pursue market traction, GeoProtein is gradually becoming
a formidable entity, beating out legacy brands and other
venture-backed competitors alike.
In May 2019, GeoProtein was invited to (and attended)
the Pac-12 Student Athlete Health Conference in Las
Vegas, where the two intrepid founders showcased their
company to the top collegiate nutritionists in the world.

Conference attendees included top athletic authorities
from the likes of Stanford, UCLA, Oregon and more.
It was at this conference where GeoProtein gained
further validation for their superior formula.
In addition to showcasing their product, it was here
that they met many of their future partners in eSports,
retail and otherwise.
From this successful campaign, the cutting-edge food
technology startup gained immense traction in their
fundraising round, amassing over six figures in strategic
seed capital since May.
Since then, Corey and Nick have remained focused on
their endeavors both in the classroom and in the board
room.
Understandably so, they often look to their
entrepreneurial endeavors for their greatest lessons,
having built a funded, functioning corporation poised for
long-term market relevancy from the ground up.
Looking to the future, Corey andNick seek to mobilize
the digitally native millennial/ generation-z consumer as
a community that rallies around their bold message of a
brand that is uniquely for people that care for the Earth
and its dire condition.
Although GeoProtein means many things to the
Corey and Nick, the young founders envision GeoProtein
to mean only one thing to the world: Benefitting not
just yourself, but the people and Earth around you for
centuries to come.
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WALK TO END ALZHEIMER'S" in Prov
Alzheimer's Association

Sponsors of the Providence Walk to End Alzheimer's include Edward Jones, national
presenting sponsor; AARP Rhode Island, Cardi's Furniture and Mattresses, the Irene Y.
Rianna Memorial Foundation, Angels Giving Back, and WPRI-12/Fox Providence.
The Walk to End Alzheimer's is the Alzheimer's Association's largest event of the year,
both locally and nationally, to raise awareness and funds for Alzheimer's care, support,
and research. Most importantly, the money that is generated from these Walks allows
the Alzheimer's Association Rhode Island Chapter to provide education and support
services free of charge to Rhode Islanders affected with the disease, along with caregivers
and family members.
—
For more information or to register, visit www.alz.org/ri/walk or call 401-421-0008.

Contact; Eric Creamer, Director of Public Policy, at ercreamer@alz.org or Office:
(401) 859-2334, ext. 9705; Cell; (401) 451-0416
SEPTEMBER 27, 2019 - The Alzheimer's Association Rhode Island Chapter is
encouraging people of all ages to join the fight to end Alzheimer's disease by participating
in the 2019 Walk to End Alzheimer's in Providence.
The annual Providence Walk begins in Roger Williams Park at the Temple of Music
on Sunday, October 6, 2019. Registration begins at 8:30 a.m, virith the walk starting at
10:00 a.m. The park is located at 1000 Elmwood Ave., Providence, RI02907.
***
Serving as emcee for this year's Walk is WPRI-TV/Fox Providence News Anchor Mike
Alzheimer's Association Walk to End Alzheimer's*
Montecalvo, and the volunteer Walk Committee Co-chairs are Jacqueline C. Waldon
The Alzheimer's Association Walk to End Alzheimer's is the world's largest event to
and Rob LeBlanc. The Classical High School marchingband and cheerleaders will help
kick off the events. There will also be an appearance by Joey and the Street Team from raise awareness and funds for Alzheimer's care, support and research. Since 1989, the
Launch Trampoline, along with games and refreshments. Leading the walk will be the Alzheimer's Association mobilized millions of Americans in the Alzheimer's Association
Memory Walk*; now the Alzheimer's Association is continuing to lead the way with
Cardi's mascots, with live trumpet music along the route.
As part of each Walk, participants will honor those affected by Alzheimer's disease Walk to End Alzheimer's. Together, we can end Alzheimer's.
Alzheimer's Association*
with "Promise Flowers" during the Promise Garden Ceremony - a moving display of
The Alzheimer's Association is the leading voluntary health organization in
hope to represent the personal reasons participants join together to fight Alzheimer's.
"It's so important that we find a cure for Alzheimer's. But in the meantime, we must Alzheimer's care, support and research. Our mission is to eliminate Alzheimer's disease
also provide support to those living with the disease and their family members and through the advancement of research; to provide and enhance care and support for all
caregivers - who are often one and the same. This walk is our largest fundraiser of the affected; and to reduce the risk of dementia through the promotion of brain health. Our
year and, together with all of our walks,helps generate the dollars we need to assist those vision is a world without Alzheimer's*. Visit www.alz.ore/ri or call 800.272.3900.
affected now - and for research towards a future without Alzheimer's," says Donna M.
McGowan, executive director of the Alzheimer's Association Rhode Island Chapter.
"I am walking in the Providence Walk to End Alzheimer's to honor the family
members we've lost and those currently afflicted^with Alzheimer's and their caregivers.
I want to be a part of the solution to end Alzheimer's disease in my lifetime. We need
a cure which requires money and fundraising. We have to keep working to raise funds
and advocate until the first survivor is found," says Jacqueline C. Waldon, president
of the board of directors of the Alzheimer's Association Rhode Island Chapter and a
Providence Walk to End Alzheimer's co-chair.
More than five million Americans are living with Alzheimer's disease - the sixthleading cause of death in the United States. Additionally, more than 16 million family
members and friends provide care to people with Alzheimer's and other dementias. In
Rhode Island alone, there are currently more than 23,000 people living with the disease
alzheimer's
association
and 53,000 caregivers.
Participants can join a team or register to walk as an individual. Registration
information can be found at alz.org/ri/walk.

WALK TO

ALZHEIMER'S

Department of Public Safety (DPS) Log
VANDALISM TO AUTO(S)
Sep 16,2019 Monday at 14:17
Location; SENIOR STUDENT
PARKING
Summary: DPS received a
report of a vehicle having been
vandalized while parked on
campus.
VANDALISM
(SCHOOL BUILDING)
Sep 16,2019 Monday at 19:49
Location: WarrenHouse
Summary; DPS received a report
of a
broken window in a
Residence Hall.
VANDALISM (SCHOOL
BUILDING)
Sep 20,2019 Friday at 03:20
Location: Bristol House
Summary; DPS received a
report from an RA that a broken
shower head was spraying water
and
flooding a bathroomin a
Residence hall. A report of
vandalism was filed with DPS for
two broken and missing shower
heads.
LARCENY
Sep 20, 2019 Friday at 10:50
Location; Bristol House
Summary; DPS received a report
of a stolen/missing backpack.
POSSESSION OF DRUG
PARAPHERNALIA
Sep 20,2019 Friday at 13:57
Location: Kilcup House
Summary; DPS received a report
of drug paraphernalia in a room
in a Residence Hall.
EMT CALL EMT CALL
/ MEDICAL SERVICES
RENDERED
Sep 20, 2019 Friday at 23:36
Location: Providence House
Summary: DPS received a

request from an RD for a
medical evaluation on a female
student. EMS was activated. A
female patient was transported
to Fatima Hospital via SFD
Rescue.
POSSESSION OF DRUG
PARAPHERNALIA
Sep 21,2019 Saturday at 01:49
Location; Charlestown House
Summary: DPS received a report
from an RA of a student who
was in possession of a bong.
ASSAULT / DOMESTIC
RELATED
Sep 21,2019 Saturday at 02:23
Location: Jamestown House
Summary: DPS received a report
from a student who reported that
a female had punched him in his
face and was attempting to leave
campus while
intoxicated.
One person was taken into
custody by the Smithfield Police.
EMT CALL EMT CALL
/ MEDICAL SERVICES
RENDERED
Sep 21,2019 Saturday at 14:41
Location;E C S
Summary: DPS received a report
of a person at ECS not feeling
well. EMS was activated. A
male patient was transported to
Mariam Hospital for treatment.
EMT CALL EMT CALL
/ MEDICAL SERVICES
RENDERED
Sep 21, 2019 Saturday at 21:19
Location; Cumberland House
Summary: DPS received a report
of an unconscious
male.
EMS was activated. A male
patient was transported to
Fatima Hospital via Nasonville
Rescue.
EMT CALL EMT CALL
/ MEDICAL SERVICES

RENDERED
Sep 22,2019 Sunday at 14:19
Location: Kilcup House
Summary: DPS received a report
of a male having chest pains
and trouble breathing. EMS was
activated. A male patient was
transported to Fatima Hospital
via SFD Rescue.

he was able to fend off an
attempted assauhedby a male
in parking lot O. DPS officers
were dispatched to find the
male involved. The suspect was
located and restrained by DPS.
Suspect was taken by Smithfield
Rescue to Fatima Hospital and
arrested by the Smithfield Police.

(MVA) MOTOR VEHICLE
ACCIDENT
Sep 27,2019 Friday at 09:48
Location: GENERAL PARKING
C
Summary: DPS received a report
of a vehicle that hit a parked
vehicle in the commuter lot.

VANDALISM
Sep 28, 2019
Saturday at 17:14
Location; TOWNHOUSE M
Summary; DPS received a report
of vandalism and theft from a
Townhouse.

LARCENY
Sep 27,2019 Friday at 16:34
Location: Barrington House
Summary; DPS received a report
of a missing fire extinguisher in
a Residence Hall.
EMT CALL EMT CALL
/ MEDICAL SERVICES
RENDERED
Sep 27,2019 Friday at 21:34
Location: TOWNHOUSE M
Summary; DPS received a report
of a reporting a male with a head
injury. EMS was activated. A
male patient was transported to
Rhode Island Hospital via SFD
Rescue.
VIOLATION OF RI FIRE
SAFETY CODE
Sep 28,2019 Saturday at 02:25
Location: Charlestown House
Summary: DPS received a report
of a violation of the Rhode Island
fire code in a Residence Hall.
ASSAULT
Sep 28, 2019 Saturday at 14:30
Location: SENIOR STUDENT
PARKING O
Summary: DPS received a
report from a student that

EMT CALL EMT CALL
/ MEDICAL SERVICES
RENDERED
Sep 28, 2019
Saturday at 17:04
Location; TOWNHOUSE G
Summary; DPS received a
report of an
intoxicated
person. EMS was activated. A
male patient was transported to
Fatima Hospital via SFD Rescue.
EMT CALL EMT CALL
/ MEDICAL SERVICES
RENDERED
Sep 29, 2019
Sunday at 01:09
Location: OLD TOWNHOUSE
WALKWAYS
Summary: DPS received a report
of an intoxicated person. EMS
was activated. A male patient
was transported to Fatima
Hospital via SFD Rescue.
VANDALISM (SCHOOL
BUILDING)
Sep 29,2019
Sunday at 02:18
Location: Newport House
Summary; DPS received a report
that the fire place at Ronzio's was
vandalized.
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Bryant Pitcher, '17, Makes MLB Debut
Brian Kostiw
Staff Writer

On September 12th, Jeff Passan of ESPN.com reported that the Cleveland Indians
would be calling up RHP James Karinchak from Triple-A Columbus. In his first outing,
he would go Wi Innings striking out 3 without allowing a walk or a hit. Karinchak,
who is currently 23, pitched at Bryant University from 2015-2017. In his three seasons
of collegiate play, Karinchak would go 26-11 with a career ERA of 2.83. This level of
performance would lead to Karinchak's eventual selection in the 2017 MLB Draft. After
two seasons of working his way through the minor league ranks, he would shine his
brightest in 2019. Through 30.1 innings of work, he
would retire 81% of the batters he faced via strikeout.
"It's fun playing the best in the game," said Karinchak. "(It) just makes you have to be on
the top of your game every time out".
Karinchak got the news of his promotion when Columbus Clippers' manager, Tony
Mansolino called him into his office. From there he called his friends and family to give
them the
good news.
"My dad was really excited," said Karinchak in a Cleveland.com interview.
With friends and family coming all the way from New York to^|ee his first big league
action,Iasked James which debut was more nerve-racking college or pro. He responded,
"Probably college. First time pitching for Bryant it was a close game, first game in the
MLB, we were losing by a decent amount".
Finally,Iasked what are some things you learned playing and attending a school like
Bryant? He replied, "It taught me that you just have to believe in yourself no matter
the odds." He also mentioned that he had an "amazing coaching stafF' and he a lot of
gratitude to former Bryant Head Coach, Steve Owens,and Assistant CoachRyan Fecteau,
explaining that "They were guys with chips on their shoulders as well".
Bryant University strives for greatness innumerous fields and the debut of Karinchak
has helped to solidify the school's drive for both athletic and academic excellence.

James Karinchak pitches for the Cleveland Indians. TheAthietic

Providence Bruins Storm the Preseason

Providence Bruins celebrating after their win over Springfield (Joe Carvalho)

Matthew Carvalho
News Editor
The Providence Bruins stormed through the preseason
on September 28th, 2019, by defeating the Springfield
Thunderbirds, AHL affiliate of the Florida Panthers, in
what was a highly penalized game by a score of 8-1. It may
have only been a preseason, but whenI asked Providence
head coach. Jay Leach, what this kind of win meant to
the team, he said, "Well, it's always good to win. It is only
preseason, but it is nice to win. We were certainly to do
a lot of things that we have been working on throughout
training camp which was nice to see.I think that's really
how we'll take it. It's a step in the right direction."
At the start of the first period, Springfield came out
firing on all cylinders. The Tminderbirds started by
playing exceedingly aggressive, including a nasty hit not
even thirty seconds into the game when Adam Rockwood,
eleven for Springfield, collided with Urho Vaakanainen,
five for Providence. Providence made sure that they
got some heavy hitting in as well, especially by Tommy
Marchin, forty-three for the Bruins. Early on in the game,
Marchin was often seen to get in player's face on the ice
and provide some strong hits for his team. Penalties came
real early in the game when Scott Conway, forty-six for
Providence, was penalized for tripping only a little over
two minutes into the game. This penahy proved to be

-Q

costly when Patrick Bajkov, ninety-one for Springfield, Paul Carey, twenty-seven for Providence, Samuel Asselin,
scored the first goal of the game off of an assist by Matt eleven for Providence, and Ryan Fitzgerald, nineteen for
Mangene, Springfield's number fifty-seven. However, this Providence. It got to the point where Springfield had to sub
spark of offence was Springfield's only goal of the game out their starting goaltender for backup, Ryan Bednard,
and they were shut down by a combination of lockdown at the start of the third who still managed to let up two
Providence defense and an excellent performance by additional goals.
When I asked Coach Leach about his offense's
goaltender, Kyle Keyser, thirty-five for the Bruins.
WhenI asked the coach about the team's performance performance, he said, "I encourage scoring whenever we
on the defensive side of the ice, he said, "We pride ourselves can. This is one of those things where we really have to
on our defense, whether it's on the rush or inside our zone. just put it behind us and look for the next challenge. We
So, we'll just continue to harp on our standards within all know that preseason is really just a tune up. But to
that. So, in our defensive zone, we want to make sure that answer your question on how we will continue to score
we stop and that we're closing, we're talking, and able to goals, we need to continue to get to the net, we need to
sort out our reads, and off the rush we want to make sure continue to execute off the rush, and we need to make sure
that we have gaps, we're able to get inpeople's faces and use we make it hard on their goaltenders to see pucks when
our sticks and hopefully we can squash those rushes when we get pucks to the net." The Bruins were able to get that
they come down on us." The team was also able to work on win and use that knowledge when going towards opening
their penalty kill and kill off every penalty they received night in Lehigh Valley when they play thePhantoms, AHL
except for the first one which resulted in that lone goal. affiliate of the Philadelphia Flyers, on October fifth. When
The Bruins also had a pretty hot offense, and even though Iasked the coach about who would be starting in net that
it was a preseason game, it is always impressive when a night, he said, "Giving me the hard stuff. We're working
hockey club is able to rack up monster numbers like eight on that. All three of our potential goalies have made it a
goals in a single game. It did not come from just one or two tough decision for us. Right now we got Daniel Vladar and
players either in regard to scoring. Cooper Zech, twenty- Kyle Keyser with us, both played well this weekend, might
five for the Bruins, and Joona Koppanen, forty-five for have another coming. So, I can't tell you, we're going to
the Bruins, were both able to score two goals each for the have to battle it out this week and see where the chips fall
team, and that was only half of the goals scored. The other come Saturday night."
four were made by Alex Petrovic, two for Providence,
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2019 Boston Red Sox Season Recap
Michael Warren
Staff Writer
The 2019 Boston Red Sox ended their season with 84
wins and 78 losses following a walk off victory against
the Baltimore Orioles on September 29th.
They were eliminated from postseason contention on
September 20th following a loss against the Tampa Bay
Rays.
Last year, the 2018 Red Sox finished their season with
108 wins and 54 losses.
They set a franchise record for most wins in a season
and won the most games in the regular season by any
MLB team since the Seattle Mariners in 2001.
In the postseason, they defeated the New York
Yankees in four games, the Houston Astros in five
games, and the Los Angeles Dodgers in five games to give
them their fourth World Series trophy in fiflieen years.
The Red Sox started this season with virtually the
same roster as last year.
The only notable exceptions being closer Craig
Kimbrel who declined a $17 million-dollar 1-year offer,
reliever Joe Kelly who signed with the Dodgers, starter
Drew Pomeranz who signed with the Giants, and 2nd
baseman Ian Kinsler who signed with the Padies.
The Red Sox struggled in spring training finishing
with a record of 12 wins and 17 losses.
This was partially attributed to manager Alex Cora's
plan to limit the starting rotation's appearances.
His logic being they were coming off a championship,
and therefore a shorter period of rest.
Eduardo Rodriguez was the only member of the
starting rotation to have a normal spring training
regimen, having pitched four starts and had gone more
than 15 innings.
Red Sox ace Chris Sale pitched four fewer innings than
he did the previous spring training, as did Rick Porcello.
Even less were David Price and post-season hero
Nathan Eovaldi who went seven or less innings each.
Without a proper spring training regimen, the Red
Sox starting rotation failed to build up their arm strength
and shake off the rust before stepping on the mound in
the regular season.
Chris Sale posted a career worst 4.40 ERA in 25 starts
before being shut down in mid-August due to a left elbow
injury.
David Price started off the season strong, however he
faltered in the second half of the season before being shut
down in September due to a wrist cyst.
Price ended with an ERA of 4.28, his worst since
posting a 4.42 ERA in 2009 while he was with the Rays.
2016 Cy Young winner Rick Porcello remained
healthy for the entire season, however, was inconsistent
throughout the entire year finishing with a 5.52 ERA.
Porcello became a free agent after the 2019 season, and
it is unlikely that he will be resigned by the Red Sox.
NathanEovaldihit theinjuredlist after his start against
the Yankees on April 17th and immediately underwent
surgery to remove loose bodies from his elbow.
Eovaldi returned in late June, pitching out of the
bullpen, however he wasn't the lights out pitcher we saw
during the World Series.
Eovaldi eventually transferred back into the starter
role finishing the season with a 5.99 ERA.
The most dominant starting pitcher this season was
southpaw Eduardo Rodriguez who posted a career best
3.81 ERA through 203 innings pitched.

Rodriguez was chasing his 20th win of the season
on the last day of the regular season against the Orioles,
however a late lead was blown by the bullpen therefore
earning Rodriguez a no-decision.
Regardless of the statistics, Rodriguez was the most
consistent and dominant pitcher among the starting
rotation.
Through NESN's postgame coverage, manager Alex
Cora commented: "We're very proud of him. 3.81 ERA
and 200-plus innings. He gives us chances to win since
I think Houston (game). He's going to get better. Idon't
feel that he's going to be satisfied... try to improve a few
things, the breaking ball is going to be part of the mix.
We're very proud of him."
Offensively, the 2019 Red Sox hit more home runs and
scored more runs than they didin the 2018 season.
They lead the league in doubles with 344, placed third
in batting average at .269, and placed fourth in runs
scored with 896.
Third Baseman RafaelDevers lead the team with a .311
batting average having also driven in 201 runs.
Designated Hitter JD Martinez lead the club with 36
home runs, while Short Stop Xander Bogarts lead the club
with 177 runs battedin.
Despite these figures, the offense struggled to perform
in high leverage situations, particularly in the later
innings and was ultimately not strong enough to back up
an inconsistent pitching staff.
Facing the difficult task of facing the Yankees and the
Rays, who held first and second place in the AL East for
much of the season, two times each in the course of two
weeks, the club had their most dominant stretch of the
season.
In the first two series against, each club, the Red Sox
won the series against the Rays two games to one and
three to one against the Yankees.
This stretch of dominance was foiled the second time
the club faced their rivals suffering back to back sweeps.
When they entered this stretch, the Red sox were eight
games back from first place in the AL East, falling to 14.5
games back by the end of the stretch.
The season wasn't a complete loss however, as it saw
the emergence of several players.
Relief pitcher Brandon Workman posted a 1.88 ERA
over 71 innings pitched filling
the vacant closer role
previously held by Craig Kimbrel.
Infielder Michael Chavis made his major league debut
on April 20th against the Rays, hitting a double and
setting the Red Sox up for a 6-5 victory.
He went on the injured list in early August finishing
his rookie season with 18 home runs, 58 runs batted in,
and an average of .254.
Third Baseman Rafael Devers hit just .240 in 2018,
however he quickly developed into the Red Sox batting
average leader in 2019 hitting .311 with 54 doubles and 32
home runs.
About a week before the end of the regular season.
Red Sox ownership stated their desire to cut payroll to put
the club back under the MLB's competitive balance tax
threshold.
This means that around $40 million dollars will have
to be cut from payroll making it difficult for the club to
retain several big-name players in 2020.
The club has already indicated that it will be difficult
to retain Mookie Betts as they would not be able to afford
to resign him when he becomes a free agent at the end of
the 2020 season.
JD Martinez has indicated that he doesn't believe the
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Red Sox can afford to keep Betts stating,"I think everyone
knows we don't think they're going to be able to afford
Mookie. It's one of those things. Its hard to have three
guys making $30 million on your team."
Speaking of JD Martinez, the designated hitter has the
option to opt out of his contract with the Red Sox in the
days after the end of the 2019 World Series.
In free agency, Martinez would have the ability to try
an exceed on the $62 million dollars he will be due if he
decides to stay with Boston.
In recent statements, Martinez has indicated that he
may opt out stating, "I don't mind moving around.Ikind
of like it."
It is hard to imagine that the Red Sox organization
would be able to keep both Betts and Martinez on the
roster when they have already indicated their desire to cut
back their payroll.
For Red Sox fans, this could result in a heartbreaking
and disappointing offseason following a heartbreaking
and disappointing regular season.
The 2019 Red Sox season was best summed up by
manager Alex Cora who said that they were, "...very
consistent and being inconsistent."

Boston Red Sox (Getty Images)
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New England Patriots, The Dynasty 2019
Keagan Downey
Contributing Writer

The 2019 New England Patriots have already shown lots of promise with both their
offensive and defensive performances throughout their first three games. The 20th
season of the Brady - Belichick dynasty should be exciting, as they have the Super Bowl
already in their sights. The Patriots have many veteran players who have been there and
are ready for the season. The talent and drive of the "Patriot Way" should make for an
exciting season in this new year.

The return of fall marks the return of the New England Patriots for the 2019-2020 NFL
season. The dynamic Tom Brady and Bill Belichick duo are returning for their 20th
season together. The team has been to 16 of the last 20 AFC East Championships and
won six Super Bowl championships since Tom Brady began commanding the plays. With
the 2019-2020 NFL season already underway, it is too soon to tell what this season will
bring for the Patriots.
Three games have already been played and they have been a show from the powerhouse
offense the Patriots run. Already, the Patriots are leading the league with 109 Points
Scored. The New England Patriots have been impenetrable on defense thus far this
season, only allowing 17 Points through three games, far ahead of the second place
Packers with 35 allowed points.
It is too early in the season to tell where this team is heading, especially without some
of the key players the team recently lost. The loss of Rob Gronkowski, a future hall of
famer, Danny Amendola and Chris Hogan shook both the team and New England fans.
However, the Patriots are finding talent in very surprising ways, bringing in N'Keal
Harry as their 32nd pick of the NFL draft. Harry is out with an injury for the beginning
of the season but should soon come back and make a difference for the squad.
The Patriots still have their star wide receiver, Julian Edelman, the 2018 Super Bowl
MVP. It should be a show from him this season if he can stay healthy since his torn ACL
took him out for a season in the past. Josh Gordon is also another threat for other teams.
The 6'3", 225-pound receiver is a big-time talent if he can stay on the field and follow
the NFL's policies. In 2018 he took himself off the roster for a mental health crisis only
to be banned indefinitely for violating the NFL's drug policy; however, he has made a
comeback and should be firing full strength for the season.
The Patriots running back situation is always a difficult one to look at, but they have
several players to fit any situation they find themselves in. Sony Michel, who scored the
lone touchdown in Super Bowl 53, has made a huge impact. The other running back,
James White, has worked hard to earn two Super Bowl rings. White most notably won Tom Brady (Gettylmages)
Super Bowl 51 with his touchdown in overtime in the comeback win against the Atlanta
Falcons.

MEET OUR NEW ARCHWAY MASCOT!
Help
us name our
Archway Mascot!
Send your ideas to
archway@bryant.edu.
A poll will appear in the next issue
with your suggestions!

fH.

The Indonesian Mountain Weasel is here...find him throughout future issues! (Alchetron)

Have you ever walked around campus and saw a squirrel you just think is adorbs? Take a pic! If you take a
picture of a squirrel and send it to archway@bryant.edu, it will be featured in the next issue! Does'nt even have to
be a squirrel. It could be a chipmunk, a mouse, or even an Indonesian Mountain Weasel! We accept all rodents!
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Mental Health, Let's Talk About It
Olivia Dowgiewicz
Contributing Writer
Man, being a human is hard.
We get trapped in feelings and emotions, which heavily impacts our well-being.
If these emotions that we feel are something we deal with on a day-to-day basis, then
why is talking about mental health so hard to do?
Mental health and mental illness tend to be used interchangeably; however, they do
not mean the same thing.
Mental health is something everyone has; it is how we deal with daily challenges and
obstacles.
It is how we cope with stress, lack of sleep, relationship issues, and so much more.
Mental illness is an illness that effects how we act, hold relationships, and behave in
society.
Mental health disorders fall into a wide range of different conditions. One in four
people in the world will be affected by mental health disorders in their lifetime.
Currently, 450 million people live their lives suffering fro;ji mental health disorders,
making mental disorders a leading cause in illness and disabilities.
However, most mental disorders will go unknown or undiagnosed because individuals
will not seek help or care (WorldHealth Organization).
Whether it is figuring out how to balance mental health or getting help for a mental
illness, taking action begins with a conversation.
A conversation that should take place from both sides.
As a current college student,Iunderstand we face stress from work, friends, family,
school, and everything in between.
No individual leads the same life or faces the same challenges.
Talking about mental health comes across as a challenge; the negative stigma
surrounding mental health is driving people away from learning how to communicate

respectfully.
If someone is dealing with personal highs or lows, it is always helpful to find a balance.
Having a conversation is easier said than done, because talking about mental health
takes courage.
There are so many different reasons why starting a conversation is hard for someone.
Someone struggling with mental health may define themselves as a failure; they are
shameful because they believe something is wrong with them.
For some, it is assumed that admitting to mental health struggles will result in being
left out, judged, or become a burden on the person they confide in.
They feel isolated andbelieve no one will understand what they are feeling: "Why am
Idifferent?" "What is wrong with me?" or "Why can'tI fix this?"
On the other hand, sometimes people who might not have mental health illnesses, or
people who have a balanced mental health, do not want to participate in a conversation
with someone who is struggling because they might not know enough.
They will not know the questions to ask, they might not bring it up because they are
afraid, or fear that they might upset the person.
Honestly, they might even be ignorant to the idea of mental health or that anything
from stress and anxiety to depression and bipolar disorder are actual hardships that
people need to talk through.
Thursday October 10th, which is coming up in the next week, is World Mental Health
Day.
Recognition of this day promotes advocacy and raises awareness against the negative
stigma around mental health (World Health Organization).
This day reminds us that any time is a good time to start making a change by having
conversation with friends and family about mentalhealth, as we never know who we will
be helping.
"Where there is neglect, there is little or no understanding. Where there is not
understanding, there is neglect" - Word Heath Organization

Indonesian Mountain Weasels and Squirrels? What in
? A Letter from The Archway's News Editor/GM
Hello Bulldogs! I hope you have enjoyed reading this fantastic
article thus far. Now, you are probably wondering a few things right
about now if you have gotten this far in the issue. Why have there
been pictures of Indonesian Mountain Weasels and why am I about
to see pictures of squirrels? Well,Iam glad that you asked fine reader.
So, first off, the Indonesian Mountain Weasel is The Archway's new
mascot. The paper does not have a mascot, and when Tom Maranian
found this adorable little rodent, we knew that it was destined to be
our mascot.
They are a furry little create native to Indonesia, but mainly the
islands of Java and Sumatra, and they are known as an endangered
species. Sadly, it is not a species of weasel that we can actually possess
here at The Archway due to the fact that they prefer to be in elevation
between one thousand and about two thousand meters. There are not
many known specimens of this species and they have characteristics
that make it rare and special, just like The Archway. The Archway
carries the essence ofwhat it means tobe like an Indonesian Mountain
Weasel: determined, strong, and plenty more in store for it. Do you
think you could be like an Indonesia Mountain Weasel? Of course,
anyone can be as valiant as an Indonesian Mountain Weasel if you
really put your heart intoit and give it all that yougot. Throughout the

issues that come, there will be little Indonesian Mountain Weasels hidden throughout the pages. Test your
skills and see if you can spot them all.
Now, as for the squirrels, there is a much different explanation for that. The Bryant squirrel is not destined
to be our chosen mascot, however, this university is filled with squirrels. No matter where you go on this
campus, you are going to find a squirrel eating seeds from one of those big trees on campus or just running
around like crazy. As odd and strange as this may sound,I thought I would take it upon myself to fill this
s^ection with pictures of the squirrels on campus.Itook all of these on Wednesday morning. Now, you may be
wondering "Why don't you just fill the section with articles."
Well, it is sad to say that The Archway does not always get a sufficient number of articles from other
students. The staff here work vigorously to create as many articles as we can, but we need help from students
and staff like yourself We cannot do this alone and need to work together to ensure that this newspaper is
flourishing with countless articles. For now, the rest of this section is to be filled with squirrels. However, we
here at The Archway are asking for your help and for your support through this time. If you have anything
you want to write about, whether it is an opinion article or not, write it! We wouldbe honored to publish your
work and we would love to do so. We do truly hope you would consider writing pieces for us, and maybe even
coming to our weekly meetings every Tuesday at 6:15 in the evening in Meeting Room 3 on the third floor of
Fisher, but if not, that is okay too. We are happy to have you as a reader!
Happy Reading,
-Matthew Carvalho, News Editor and General Manger
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Allegory to Jesus in Tolkien's Gandalf
Thomas Maranian
Assistant Editor-in-Chief

When reading Toiitein, one can never have too much imagination. (Podfanz)
Whether by way of authorial intentions or mere coincidence, the mythical tale J.R.R.
Tolkien created of Middle-Earth and its inhabitants has incorporated allegories of all
sorts, and in particular those related to Christianity. With high fantasy comes much
and more to discuss and interpret. From creatures as small as Hobbits and Dwarves to
the mighty tall Misty Mountains, they can all be perceived and construed in countless
ways. From either their great fireworks, adventures, or magical prowess, the wizards of
Middle-Earth all played crucial roles in the fate of the world. Sonie dwelled in distant
lands such as Isengard, while some in the deep of the woods. Still others were sent by
the divine powers of the Valor to aid in the difficult quests that were to come. Tolkien
is widely known for his outstanding world building, ranging from the immensity in
size, the history behind the lands and races, and the conflict that plagued the entirety of
the fantasy world. However, the world would not be very much without the presence of
such complex and dynamic characters that exist in the shadows, the darkness, and the
light. In Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings, the wizard Gandalf can be compared to Jesus
Christ through the mortal form he was sent in to Middle-Earth, through his death and
resurrection, and his ability to only guide the people in their quest to destroy the One
Ring and not actually do the job for them.
The ever present and mortal flesh of Jesus Christ, as stated in St. Paul's Letter to the
Philippians, was sent into the world by God the father. "Let this mind be in you, which
was also in Christ Jesus: Who, being in the form of God, thought it not robbery to be
equal with God: But made himself of no reputation, and took upon him the form of
a servant, and was made in the likeness of men" (King James Bible, Phil. 2.5-7). God
the father sent his only son into the world, taking the form of a mortal man, to deliver
and save the people from sin. In a similar instance, Gandalf the Grey was sent into the
world for the people. As Gandalf himself once explained of the many names he goes by,
" 'Many are my names in many countries. Mithrandir among the Elves, Tharkun to the
Dwarves; OlorinI was in my youth in the West that is forgotten, in the South Incanus,
in the North Gandalf; to the East Igo not'" (Tolkien 670). Tolkien indeed was thorough
with his creations; Middle-Earth came into being in a similar fashion that God created
the world, but in this case, it was the omnipotent maker Eru Iluvatar. The "West" which
he refers to is the land of the Valor, where the creator dwelled and whichis the equivalent
of heaven. In the West, Gandalf was known as Olorin, while in Middle-Earth, he was

known as many other names.His natural state was not a human body, but rather an angel
and spirit in the heavens of the West. The comparison draws once again to Jesus Christ,
who was God in heaven, Christ the son, prophet, and savior of earth. In both scenarios,
names have very powerful meanings and significance. The mortal form Gandalf was
granted gave him entirely new names which makes his reference to Christ all the more
compelling. In the West, he lived amongst God and the elves in a peaceful harmony,
while living in Middle-Earth, there was work to be done for the future of all creation.
With the fiery fall and death of Gandalf, many and more grieved for the loss of a friend,
a mentor, a guardian, and a guide. Chaos came to life in great significance, the breaking
of fellowship ensued, and shock and despair found their way into those who once knew
the great being. However, nothing lasts forever. There is light to every darkness, goodness
to every evil, and opportunity for every failure. Fast forward nineteen days later, and
the company of Aragorn - swordsman and ranger of the North, Legolas - archer and
elf prince of Mirkwood, and Gimli - dwarf lord and ax wielder of the Glittering Caves came across Gandalf once more in a transformed state of being. " 'YesIam white now,'
said Gandalf. 'IndeedIam Saruman, one might almost say, Saruman as he should have
been. But come now, tell me of yourselves!I have passed through fire and deep water,
since we parted.I have forgotten much thatI thought I knew, and learned again much
thatIhad forgotten.Ican see many things far off, but many things that are close at hand
I cannot see. Tell me of yourselves' " (495)! With the resurrection and transformation
from Gandalf the Grey to Gandalf the White, the reader can draw the parallel to Christ's
resurrection after being dead three days in the tomb.Both pilgrims came back at the turn
of the tide to spread good fortune, wisdom, and guidance amongst disciples.
St. Paul's Letter to the Corinthians recounts, "For I delivered unto you first of all
that whichIalso received, how that Christ died for our sins according to the scriptures.
And that he was buried, and that he rose again the third day according to the scriptures.
And that he was seen of Cephas, then of the twelve: After that, he was seen of above
five hundred brethren at once; of whom the greater part remain unto this present, but
some are fallen asleep After that, he was seen of James; then of all the apostles" (Cori.
15.3-7). As can be inferred by these particular verses, Christ made himself known once
more to the people in a similar fashion that Gandalf did. Both were brought back by
the God pf their worlds and both underwent physical and spiritual alterations. Taking
it a step forther, it is interesting and relevant to understand that the connection Christ
had to his disciples is a similar relationship that Gandalf had to the Fellowship. Fantasy
often presents a situation in which a character is brought back from the dead. Tolkien's
portrayal of Gandalf's resurrection is nearly synonymous with Christ's.
Jesus Christ could not actually undo sins of mankind, but he could forgive them.
Nothing that is ever done can be undone. Once words have been spoken, nothing can take
them back. Just as time can only move forward and not backward, so too can sins only
be forgiven and not undone. Christ's intentions were made clear by God. "For the Son of
man is come to seek and to save that which was lost" (Luke 19.10). Christ's mission was to
be a guide in the world and save the human race from the evil that had manifested within
just about every spectacle. To save those who had fallen into the evils and temptations of
the world, Christ knew it would not be easy. He knew his crucifixion was predestined,
and yet he accepted it because it was his purpose and mission. In a similar way, Gandalf
could not be the one to bear the burden of the One Ring as the Fellowship journeyed to
destroy it. " 'And now,' said the wizard, turning back to Frodo, 'the decision lies with
you. ButI will always help you.' He laid his hand on Frodo's shoulder. 'I will help you
bear this burden, as long as it is yours to bear. But we must do something soon'" (Tolkien
61). Gandalf's mission was to be a guide and a guardian for those in the Fellowship, but
nothing more. He was to ensure that the world was freed from the evil of Sauron, who
in a way parallels to the devil that is within every human on earth. To do so, he would
make the ultimate sacrifice for the future of the world and those inhabited within it. It is
because of his sacrifice that he was brought back to show how powerful the God above is
to every living being.
The intentions of Tolkien certainly point in the direction of an allegorical reference of
Gandalf's character in The Lord of the Rings to that of Jesus Christ in the Bible. Through
the many stages of his journey in the lands of the West, as well as his ascension to
Middle-Earth and resurrection, Gandalf represents the Christ figure in Christian beliefs.
Many characters, objects, and places inIplkien's fantasy world are symbols and thematic
instances of worldly affairs and real life creations. As with any fantasy story, there is
much to learn from the creation of such powerful characters like Gandalf the Grey and
Gandalf the White. It can be said that with the resurrection of the wizard, his character
was changed forever to save the world of the living.
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Shutter Island (2010) Film Review
Xiao Yu
Staff Writer
I think that Shutter Island was a masterpiece by
Martin Scorsese. For me, the film was compelling to
watch because it contains topnotch performances and
excellent direction. The setting of the narration was also
perfect in that it created the suspense and tension needed
to compliment the film genre. The actors themselves
did justice to their roles, and Scorsese leveraged his
directorship to get the best out of the actors in the movie.
The camera work and lighting of the scenes went perfectly
in hand with the general mood of the movie. The editing
and cutting continuity of the film also made the film a
delightful watch. Ultimately, the film also addressed many
socio-cultural issues that have dogged our society through
cinematography, narrative development, and character
performance, hence making it solid piece of work.
It would be a waste of my time to critique the
directorship of Martin Scorsese when the film itself was
a true representation of his ability and creativity. Without
Scorsese, the entirety of the film would be lacking celebrity
and production value because he was the one being
credited for making the film available for viewership. The
mise-en-scene, the performance, and the composition
of setting, cinematography, and subjects within the film
were made available under Scorsese's administration.
Hence, this film review will be of more value ifI critique
the performance of the actors instead.
By just taking a glimpse of the cast, the word "quality"
literally slipped out of my mouth. It is undisputable
that Leonardo DiCaprio is an able actor, whose work in
Shutter Island (2010) was as phenomenal as the movie
itself. In order to portray the mentally unstable Teddy
Daniels in the most genuine way, DiCaprio assumed
the role of a method actor to make that a reality in the
film. This was seen in the film when Daniels activated his
aggressive and scowling mode towards other characters
within the narrative. The constant displays of compulsion
and aggression acted out by DiCaprio helped to fully
develop the psychotic background of Teddy Daniel who
suffered from PTSD. Mark Ruffalo, who played Chuck
Aule and Dr. Sheenan in the film, is another veteran in
the film industry. Like DiCaprio, Ruffalo showcased his
talents within the film as he played a character with two
distinct identities and personalities. His portrayal of
Aule is so good in the film it never occurred to me that
the character has another identity. Most importantly,
DiCaprio and Ruffalo complemented each other so well
within the film that it would likely hit many dumbfounded
when they find out that Daniels and Aule were not U.S.
Marshalls but were patient and doctor, respectively. Ben
Kingsley's performance as Dr. Cawley is also golden in
that he characterized all the stereotypical descriptions
of a psychiatrist. Throughout the film, Ben portrayed Dr.
Cawley as proud and smart, but difficult. This can be seen
when Dr. Cawley used his intelligence to remind Chuck of
his real identity and avoid interrogation from Teddy.
Just as how character development added to the overall
greatness of Shutter Island (2010), the setting and theatrical
properties used throughout the film complimented the
development of the narrative. In my opinion, filming
the movie on an island that is detached from society

highlights the following themes: mental illness and
psychiatric care. Generally speaking, the public tends to
distance itself from anything related to insanity because
people have a skewed view about the dangers of mentally
ill people. Thus by setting the filming locations far away
from civilization, this added to the segregation between
the mentally sane and the psychologically ill. The mise-enscene of the boat during the beginning of the film helped
to symbolize insanity as well since the rocking effect of the
boat conveyed the character s unstable demeanor. Finally,
the use ofprosthetics also complimented the thriller mood
of the film because they helped to set a mysterious, dark
tone to the movie. A great example of prosthetics usage
is shown through the eerie-looking lady at the beginning
of the film. Other theatrical properties were used to
compliment the setting, for example the white coats worn
by the staff at the institution and the weapons carried by
the security force and U.S. Marshalls—Teddy and Chuck.
Based on my opinion of the film, I believe the
incorporation of lighting, sound, camera technique,
and editing style by Scorsese and his production crew
were iconic. Not only did these strategies enhance the
cinematography qualities of the film,
but they also
complemented the significances of each other. In order to
fulfillhis purpose of creating a psychological neo-noir film,
Scorsese uses low-key and shadowy lighting within shots
to^create suspense and curiosity. This was key because,
without theselighting techniques, the film would lose both
its intensity and thriller effects in keeping the audience
in anticipation. The use of sound within the film also
highlighted the situation of the setting and thus created a
better visual presentation of the subjects for the audience.
In certain scenes, Scorsese used music that contained bass
to mimic human heartbeats, which in turn, intensified
the tense atmosphere and influenced audiences' emotion.
Another technique usedin the film which highlighted the
success of Shutter Island (2010) was the various camera
techniques. Scorsese and his cinematographer used
camera angles to enhance the effect of the film, move the
plot along, and communicate symbolism. For example, the
establishing shot of the boat emerging from the fog gave
the film a mysterious genre. The close-up shot of Teddy
and Chuck on the unsteady boat allowed the audience
to sympathize on an emotional level with the characters
because they knev/ how uncomfortable seasickness could
be. The extreme close up shots of the handcuff and the
marshal badge helped insinuate that Teddy and Chuck
may have been connected to law enforcement. Finally,
the brilliance of the film was also made possible by the
editor who used different paces of the cuts in transition
between scenes to maintain continuity while helping with
production value.
The most important thing about a movie to me is
its content. I prefer movies that either bring to the table
something of value or address societal issues that have
dogged our communities on a daily basis. Since Shutter
Island (2010) addressed many cultural and social issues
regarding humanity and morale in the past, present, and
future,Ibelieve that it was a solid film. One of the main
socio-cultural impacts that the film dealt with is the birth
of psychiatric experiments and the horrific events ofWorld
War IIin 1954. Examples of this were seenin the film when
Teddy was having constant flashbacks of the gruesome

warfare events which had taken place in his past. These
experiences also took a toll on his mental health as the
pent-up guilt within him took a toll on his sanity. Another
important issue that the film shed light on is the stereotype
that the general public have on asylums. Scorsese and his
crew depicted psychiatrists and doctors that worked on
Shutter Island as reasonable men with good intentions.
This is contrary to the stereotypical view that society has
on the mad doctors who performed (as Teddy Daniel's
initially believes) ice pick transorbital lobotomies on
patients to make them docile and manageable. Ultimately,
what Scorsese was trying to do with his film was to paint
a picture of how horrifying the effects of trauma can
be on a human and that people should not be afraid to
seek help when it concerns their sanity, nor should these
mentally afflicted patients be treated as scum in the world.
To highlight this, he showed a shot at the beginning of the
film that quoted the saying "Remember us for we too have
lived, loved, and laughed."
Though I am no professional film critique and my
analysis may come off as amateurish to thoseof the experts
within the field, I believe that it is only fair to give the
director credit for his work based on his eminent directions
in guiding the development of the film. After all, the uses
of compositions, cinematography, and production setting
were also perfectly incorporated by Martin Scorsese to
help create the marvelous work. Ultimately, the entire plot
is well thought out and it was captured so that the most
important aspects of the film's content were made visible
to the general public—mental illness and psychiatric care.

LEONARDO DiCAPRIO

Leonardo DiCaprio plays as 'Teddy Daniels'
(TVGuide)

Journalist to Journalist An Interview with
Boston Globe Staff Writer Dan McGowan
Matthew Carvalho
News Editor
Over the summer, back on August 23rd, 2019,1had the absolute privilege to interview
Dan McGowan who is a staff writer for the Boston Globe.Iwould just like to thank him
once again for the honor to have an interview with him from one journalist to another.
Carvalho: What is it that made you want to get into journalism?
McGowan: You know, it's funny.Ithink like a lot of young boys, in particular,Iplayed
sports growing up andIwas like a baseball and basketball kid.Iwas pretty self-aware in
that I'm not going to pitch in the major leagues, andIam not going to play point guard
for the [New York] Knicks. So, I just really really liked Sports Illustrated, and whenI
was a kid, ESPN Magazine was just becoming a thing. So, I've always thoughtIlike to
read,I was a fairly good writer in school. So, it seemed pretty logical to potentially try
to be a sportswriter. At ten, twelve years old, like young young, andIwould always sayI
wanted to be a sportswriter. Even in my high school yearbook my ambition was to be a
sportswriter. So, obviously that didn't work out, but the idea was that writing and being
in journalism was the thing I wanted to do. I've always knew I wanted to work for a
newspaper, whichIonly accomplished just recently by going to the Globe. So, it was just
something I've always liked to do, andIthought it was a great way to be able to tellpeople
stories. AsIgot older and started to pay a little bit closer to politics and things like that,
you start to kind of get the bug to be able to break news. So, this is quite literally the only
serious thing I've ever ever wanted to do. So, I'm really lucky to be able to be a reporter.
Carvalho; For the Globe, you write a lot about Providence, and Providence politics, and
education, and all that sort of stuff. What is it that caught your interest in that sort of area
of expertise and why is that what you choose to write about?
McGowan: Part of it is, well I've been at the Globe since April, and they were interested
in and came to me whenI was at my previous job with Channel Twelve and said "Hey,
we're thinking about movinginto Rhode Island, we want to know the lay of the land, and

we want to hire local reporters". So, they had a conversation with me, andIbasically just
gave them my view of what was happening in the state and what were the hot issues. So,
at the time and for virtually my entire career in journalism, I've covered Providence, and
Providence politics, and so, it was kind of logical to keep that going and we got a little
bit of a boost by that whole Providence school report that John Hopkins put out. When
I say a boost, it's obviously not good for the city or for residents of this city to kind of
have to deal with such a scathing report and face the realities that are happening in the
public schools, but for journalistic purposes for just straight up attention and interest,
obviously Providence schools are a really hot story. More broadly,I think that, and I'm
not a native Rhode Islander,I grew up in Connecticut, but what I've learned in Rhode
Island for about the ten, twelve years that I've been here, is if you're into politics, there
are two types of people. There are people who are state house people that really follow
everything happening on Smith Hill, and then there are city hall people who really really
love the nitty gritty of Providence politics and they were interested in Buddy Cianci and
that sort of empire that oversaw Providence for so, so long. So, honestly for me, ifIwere
to be in one of those two classes, I'm a city hall guy.I think the politics are really fun,I
think the impact that politicians and decisions that politicians make on residents in city
hall, they touch you more. Literally, they are the ones who are going to raise your taxes.
The most obvious taxes are your property tax bill, your car tax, things like that. There are
the fascinating politics that happen there.I think the game of it all is something that is
really interesting to me.Ilove elections season,Ilove being able to think about how the
city is moving, and how where votes are, and how you win a mayor's race, or how you
win a city council race here. So,Igot lucky because it was kind of the first job,Ihad here
covering local city politics.Inever moved away from it at least in the level of the interest.
Ijust find it to be so, so exciting, and I've benefited immensely from, the first mayor's race
I've ever covered was the really hot one in 2010 where Angel Taveras ended up becoming
the mayor.It was competitive, it was fun, it was really interesting to learn.
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Four years later I got to cover the race of all races between Buddy Cianci and now
Mayor Elorza. So, you got to see the end of a career and soon after the end of Buddy
Cianci s life. So, it's always kind of stuck with me that he was Rhode Island's most
legendary politician; it's a fascinating thing. I think that's always the thing that I find
interesting. It happens to be in this moment, it's not just interesting, but the most
important story of 2019: the state is about to take over the schools in Providence. That is
unique here, and it just a really fascinating thing andIam honored to be able to explain
to people what is happening.
Carvalho: You mentioned the state of Rhode Island taking over the schools in
Providence. One of the big things with that is teachers being absent a lot through out the
school year.I wanted to get your thoughts on Rhode Island taking control and what do
you think should be done to prevent teachers from just taking absent days?
McGowan: This is incredibly complicated.Ihate to sound like a politician, but there
is no magic bullet here, there is no one thing that solves every problem. Providence has
a bunch of unique challenges, and also a bunch of difficult challenges. So, when you're
talking about fifty, sixty different languages being spokenin Providence, predominantly
we think English and Spanish. But you're talking about dozensof other languages that are
spoken in schools; that's a real challenge and is actually not like a lot of other places.In that
John Hopkins report, the comparison that everyone wanted to make was to Baltimore,
Maryland or Newark, New Jersey. Well, yes in terms of poverty level, the comparisons
are fair. But, in Baltimore and Newark, we're talking about largely an African American
population. In Providence, we're talking about a very different population. We're talking
ninety-one percent white, but predominantly we're talking Latino or Spanish speakers, a
different challenge than other cities,making sure you get teachers who have the ability or
certified to be able to teach kinds who are learning English. So, that's a real real challenge.
The teacher absences thing is one piece of the many challenges that this district has. I'm
not a policy maker, soIhave no idea what the answer to this question is.Iwould say it is
noticeable that teachers inProvidence just get more sick days in their contract.Ithink in
any profession, mine included, it is not crazy to have ten;^fteen, twenty sick days and if
you're not feeling great on a Monday or a Friday, you wanted to sleep in a little, taking a
sick day here or there is reasonable it is just something that happens in every profession,
but that does stand out and when we're talking about serving kids,Ithink that becomes
more of a challenge. Providence teachers get fifteen sick days every year. By comparison.
New York, LA, Miami, and much larger school districts, teachers are getting ten days of
sick days. So,Ithink there is a potentially just a logistical thing, but keep in mind, this is
what makes all things challenging, there are reasons that things like perks or provisions
like sick days get negotiated into union contracts. You can't look at something, a lot of
people write down moments because they're paying such close attention to Providence
say, "Oh just rip up the teacher's contract and start over". That's wonderful to say but
guess what. Those teachers are working off of contracts that essentially have built on top
of each other for generations. So, here's where the city or Buddy couldn't give you a raise
twenty years ago, one way to do this is to say, "Hey we're going to throw you a few extra
sick days and we'll kind of look the other way". Classic problem in Providence, not for
teachers, but for other public employees, "You know what, we can't give you a raise but
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we'll help you with your pension thirty years from now because we're not goingto be here
anyway, so who cares". These are the realities that municipalities all over the country,
not just unique to Providence, face. So, I think you shouldn't try to revisit opening a
contract and negotiate, but what a lot of people face in this situation is youlook at fifteen
problems in Providence and you say, "Well, if you just fix those fifteen problems, clean
cut, boom". That's not true, that's not realistic, that's not how bargaining works. It sounds
somewhat sad because at the end of the day this is about kids, and making sure kids can
read and do math and things like that, but it is true that all of these things take work,
it takes people to agree to things, it takes concessions from everybody. So, my guess is
that they will attempt to address it through contract negotiations. The broader question
that you asked about whatIthink about the takeover, my job is not to have an opinion
specifically on whether this is a good idea or not; what is abundantly clear both through
the John Hopkins report and then my own reporting over the last decade, is that this is
a broken system in Providence. The test scores show it, even sometimes more depressing
if you look at the student surveys they're taking, students don't feel particularly good on
their schools. Then youlook at the actual physical conditions of these schools and you're
talking about through caving in, and water leaking everywhere in a lot of these schools.
It is not fair to those kids, and so, this is going to be really complicated.It does seem like
a smart idea to have anew group of people in the state kind of come in and oversee things
because you're getting generations ofmayors and city council members and school board
members who kind of weren't able to get the job done. So, there's something to be said
for change, but whatI would what, whatI think is certainly important is to make sure
that there's community input and that the folks who are taking over do listen to some of
the leaders of the past, you have to learn from mistakes, but also, the truth is running a
massive school department with a hundred million dollar budget is really hard. So, you
do need to learn from some of the good people that have been around for a long time in
Providence. So, this is really long and I'm sorry, but that's kind of my thoughts on this.
Carvalho: One more thingIwant to get your thoughts on is that the Jump Bikes are
being taken out of Providence.I just want to get your thoughts on that news that broke
yesterday.
McGowan: It's interesting.I think when the bikes came to Providence,I think last
September, they were a smashing success. Just so many people renting them and riding
them,Ifelt that the phrase "Jump Bike" or the term "Jump Bike" is a household term here
now. That's really impressive given that a year ago, they weren't here. So,Ithink they're
generally good for transportation, or fun and all that kindof stuff. There are challenges,
Ithink it's wrong morally and just not the truth to suggest that our teenagers in this city
are somehow more violent or bad to sort of speak than teenagers in any other community
in the country. So, the idea that Providence is just so bad that it couldn't possibly have
these bikes,Ithink is kind of ridiculous, but the same time, there's been real, significant
issues. You have breaking the bikes, and riding around on them, and you seen vandalism
in a couple of cases, and you see assault here or there. So, those are things that the police
department needs to address.It makes some sense to pull them off the streets,have some
more conversations about how this is going to work. Then, presumably everyone wants
to, bring the program back. So,I think it seems to be a step in the right direction to do
this pause.

October Meteor Showers: Watch Out!
David A. Huestis
Historian
If recent events during the last few months are any
indicator. Chicken Little may have been right. The sky is
falling. The sky is falling. Back on July 24 at approximately
2:44 a.m. EDT, a soccer ball-sized meteor entered the
Earth's atmosphere above Lake Ontario and became a
bright fireball as it disintegrated. Click on this link: http://
spaceweather.com/archive.php?view=l&day=25&month
=07&year=2019. Fragments of this "space invader" most
likely reached the ground. That same day, at around 11:04
p.m. a similar object was sighted along the east coast
from Virginia to Maine. But wait! There's more. The very
next day a previously unknown asteroid estimated to be
187-427 feet across zipped past the Earth at 11:22 a.m.,
travelling around 45,000 miles per hour. Talk about close
encounters! That one would have wreaked havoc had it
collided with the Earth.
There's a lot of space debris that the Earth passes
through on its journey around the Sun. The vast majority
are harmless remnants of comets or small pieces of
asteroids. Everyday the Earth is bombarded with this
material, and with greater frequency security cameras are
recording the demise of the brightest of these visitors to our
planet. After careful examination of eyewitness accounts,
astronomers can determine the orbit of these bodies and
determine if they are associated with a particular meteor
shower. Two meteor showers were in progress at the time
of the fireball reports. Many folks were lucky to view such
a "fiery" display.
While bright fireballs are chance sightings, you can
improve your odds at seeing shooting stars if you can
observe a meteor shower from a dark sky location when
the event is at its peak activity. During October we are
fortunate to have both a minor and a major meteor shower
to try our luck.
First up on the night of October 8-9 is the minor
display of shooting stars called the Draconids. This
shower currently only produces ten or less yellowish slowmoving meteors per hour. A waxing crescent Moon (First
Quarter on the 5th) will brighten the sky somewhat and
unfortunately won't set until about 2:30 a.m. on the 9th.
However, unlike most shooting star displays, the
Draconids arebest observedbetween sunset and midnight
when the constellation Draco is highest in the northern
sky. All you have to do is find Ursa Major (the Big Dipper
asterism). Draco will be above it. While the meteors will
emanate from this region of the sky, scan east and west
up to zenith (directly overhead). These particles are fairly
slow moving, hitting our atmosphere at only 12.5 miles
per second. Draco stretches between Ursa Major and

Polaris, the pole star, which is the end star in Ursa Minor for public observing schedules and closures, especially
(Little Bear), the Little Dipper asterism handle. This since the EEE virus threat may cancel outdoor observing
shower of particles is debris shed by periodic Comet 21 sessions..
Let's hope Mother Nature will cooperate to provide us
P/ Giacobini-Zinner. As the night progresses watch the
northern sky rotate around Polaris. By morning twilight, with clear skies for all of our observing adventures.
Draco's head will be sitting due north about 20 degrees
above the horizon.
The major meteor shower of the month is the Orionids
on the night of October 21-22 when the Earth passes
through the remnants of Halley's Comet. While the
Orionids are generally a decent shooting star display
producing a peak rate of about 20 or so yellow and green
I
meteors per hour between midnight and dawn's early
light, a bright last quarter Moon residing in the nearby
constellation of Cancer will certainly
reduce that forecast number. Moon rise is at about
11:00 p.m. on the 21st, so it will be overshadowing all but
I
the brightest of the meteors, though a few can be observed
before the moon rises. As an added bonus, please notice
the cluster of stars to the Moon's upper right—it's the
t
Beehive Cluster. Use binoculars for an enhanced view.
The meteors appear to radiate out of the sky just
above Orion's head (hence the name of the shower) and
not far from the bright red super giant star Betelgeuse,
which marks his right shoulder. The Orionid meteors
disintegrate in our atmosphere around 41.6 miles per
second, and they are also noted for producing fireballs
that create persistent dust trains as they blaze across the
1
sky. This redeeming attribute could mitigate the Moon's
interference somewhat. While Orion is an easy star
pattern to identify, at 3:00 a.m. this giant constellation will
be found high in the southeast sky.
Try to observe from a dark-sky location if you can. Also
i
i
try to block the Moon from view as well. Get comfortable
in a chaise lounge chair. Settle in for a couple of hours of
observing. Hopefully there will be a few bright fireballs
1
to keep you from falling asleep! All you'll have to do to
1
maximize your viewing experience is to find a suitable
location well away from light pollution.
Don't forget to visit the localRhode Island observatories
to get great views of the heavens. Jupiter and Saturn will
still be visible in October. Seagrave Memorial Observatory
A 1
*^**1
(http://www.theskyscrapers.org) inNorth Scituate is open
I rfn w J}
vUUUcI U
every clear Saturday night. (Note: Seagrave will be closed
•
on Saturday, October 5.) Ladd Observatory (http;//www.
Xt.:
brown.edu/Departments/Physics/Ladd/) in Providence
is open every Tuesday night. The Margaret M. Jacoby
V
Observatory at the CCRI Knight Campus in Warwick
(http://www.ccri.edu/physics/observatory.htm) is open
every clear Wednesday night. Frosty Drew Observatory
(http://frostydrew.org) in Charlestown is open every clear
Friday night. Be sure to check their respective websites
Orionids Dark (DavidA. Huestis)

I
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V.P. Assistant Seeks New Student Activities
"EventuaUy, I would like to
have my own business," says Ms.
cWmen Jordan, newty-appolnted
AssUUnt to the Vice ?re»t<Jent of
Student Affairs.
Ms. Jordan, whose home is
Savanah, Geoigia, waived her
A.B. 1B Sociolofy and History
from Indiana Univenity and
obtained her Masters In
Cottws^ting aftd Student
Personnel Adrisinf from
Pennsylvania State. She is
piMently working towatds her
M.B.A. in Mtna«»ent at Bryant
College. Before coming to
Bryant, she was « super%*i»>r (or
^ulti-Medin Resources Center.
Her newly aetjuired posiUon
places upon her th?
tMponsibilitles for coordinating
studeBt aettvitieg, Mss Jordan
supervkes the piersoniiel for tftc

by Thomas Czapienski
game room and the swimmmg
pool. She serves in an advisory
capacity to women's groups and
counsels ^udents if the need
should arise. One of the projects
that she is presently initiating is a
student personnel record system
which wilt serve to standardize
student records between the
various functioning departments
within the school
The future businesswoKian
would tike to see a
lecture—conct'tt ^ries established
at Bryant bringing In more
speakers and perfotmm, She
would also like to acU«at« ttt«
talent deviopment committee
which will primarily deal with
ntcrutting minority students. Miss
Jordan
the establishment and
aijccptance of standardized
student forms most televani,

Presidential Resolution
Solves Holy Day Controversy
In 4 ktUfr to the College
Community. Df.
IwU,
President of SryaM Cottege.
stated that the issue ef the High
Holy Days wouW be wiolved «»
follows;
1. Thursday «»MI Friday,
September 27 and 28 were
declared academic holidays.
Classes would not be held.
2. Each department would be
asked to establish pro«*dui»» for
making up missed work.
No other reli^ous holidays
would be considered this
academic year. Students with
religious beliefs that retjuire
absences from class t»rae under
current College policy, i.e., the
absence would be excused and
focuity were requested to not

schedule ejuuns.
Dormitories would remain
open. Diniiiig service
weekend hours oa Thursday,
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.
Administrative offices and
staff will maintain normal
business hours."

The decision, rendered on
September 21. put an end to the
confusion which had plagued
students, faculty and
administration alike

Jetbro lull
At Springfield Mass.

Dining Serviee
Vehicle Involved
in Providence
Accident
I t was reported by
Providence Police "naffic Division
that a vehlde registered to ARA
at Bryant College was Involved in
a hit and run accident in
Providence Wednesday night. TOe
ARA vehicle allegedly hit another
vehicle on Rim Avenue at about
S:46 p.m.
Police reported that an
unidentified occwpaat of the
ivehicle wluch was struck was
i irested for inpi1« ttceived and
- then released.
*Itie ARA vehicle reportedly
left the scene and was.
abondoncd. The identity of thp
divw of the ARA vehide was not
confirmed m at 9 a.m. Thursday.
M tlisv time th- incident was still
•nd<>r iiivtstigation.

Delta Onega^s First Event
Delta
Professional
Society wiU {^resent its first
Dinner-Speaker Affair of the
school year on Tuesday, October
16. 1973, at the Admiral Inn.
Cumberland. Rhode island, at
5:30 p.m. All members of the
Bryant College community are
welcome.
Hie guest speaker will be Mr.
John McGowan of l^at, Marwick,
& Mitchell Accounting Firm. Mr,
McGowwt Is a Certified Public
Accountant and a former i^ent
of the Internal Revenue Senrice,
He earned Ws B.S. In accounting
from Bentley College.
The new officers of Delta
Omega wttl be introduced at the
dinner. Tliey «*» Rich McGiath,
President; Philip Todd, Vice
President; and Vic Gaj^iardi,
Treasurer. Lois Pusco Is the new
secietMry; and Rich Woolf is
Publicity Director.

Nixon Pays
Taxes ?

(Provident*, Rl>—According to
an article in Wednesday's
Providence JOURNAL
BULLETIN, Fre«dent Niiton
paid a total of $1,6?0 in Federal
Income Taxes In 1970 and 1971,
The International Student The Rhode island newspaper said
Ofganoatian will start this year's that was equivalent to tiuees paid
program by presentini a by a person e««Mj»g ff.OOO a
dl^taipiished s^peaJser ftom Chile. year, daiml^ on« MempU»n and
The topic will concern the not itemising deducttams. The
OTrent poUttcil situationIn Chile newspaper said it i«celv»d the
and wUl be held this ITjursday, figum from doctartente' mel*^
October 11, at 7 p.®. to C-861, from unidentified government
earns
We fed thai bee«us«- this is a sources. The ftmdent
current issue, it should . be of $200,000 a year. Other income
particMlar ••ntemt t« the Brj-ant the Resident or Mrs. Nixon may
Colfot^t Community. The speaker have earned duriDi the period
will entertain {{uestions Atom the was unavailaWr. the JOURNAL
aadieitce following the talk.
BULLETIN said. UPI; 10/3r?3,

ISO Presents
Sp^er
From Chile

PICTURES AND STORY ON PAGE 12

by Martin Mimnau^h
The speaker afCadis, held four
tiroes a year, consist of a cocltiil
hour, a full course dinner, and a
guest speaker, lick^ on h«
obtained by contacting any
member of Delta Omega or
dropping a note to Delta Ome^^a,
Box 1300. Bryant College.
All studcnte are welcome and
as a result of a change in the
society's constitution,
mamber^ip is now open to
sthdents of all majm in the
school.
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Review a movie, book, restaurant,
or album!

